No.S4/105979/2013
Police Headquarters,
Thiruvananthapuram,
Dated: 19/04/2013

DGO No 542/2013

Sub:- Transfer and Posting of Police Personnel to Airport Security Group
(Sea Plane Project) – Orders issued – Reg
Ref:- Lr No 235/KTIL/SP/2012/97 – 2013 dated 08/04/2013 of KTIL

The services of the following Police personnel of SISF are placed at the disposal of
Kerala Tourism Infrastructure Limited (KTIL) for being posted to various positions in the
Airport Security Group. The terms and conditions of hiring of SISF personnel as per the
MoU will be applicable in their posting. The police personnel will be transferred as soon
as the MoU is signed by the concerned from KTIL.

Ashtamudi (Kollam)
1. Sri Jacob Simon APSI KAP 3rd Bn
2. Sri C. Sathyakumar APSI MSP, Malappuram
4. Sri Abhilash C.K CPO 7906 KAP 2nd Bn, PKD
5. Sri. Shibu. M.R CPO 7559 KAP 2nd Bn, PKD

Punnamada (Alappuzha)
1. Sri. P.N. Saji API, MSP, Malappuram
2. Sri. P. Sabu APSI, KAP 3rd Bn
3. Sri. Ratheesh kumar. B CPO 7363 KAP 1st Bn
5. Smt. Rasna. K WCPO 9971 Kochi City
6. Sri. Muhammed Thahir. M. CPO 7959 KAP 1st Bn

Bakel (Kasaragod)
1. Sri. V.K. Kunhammed API, DPC, Kasaragod
2. Sri Sajish Babu. N.V ,APSI, KAP 4th Bn, KNR
3. Sri. I.V. Somarajan APSI, KAP 4th Bn, KNR
4. Sri. Prasobh.O.C CPO 7810 KAP 4th Bn
5. Sri. Blju.G CPO G 2042 Kasaragod
6. Sri. Prajeesh K.P CPO 7530 KAP 4th Bn

The Unit Heads may transfer/ relieve the above individuals after receiving further
instructions from PHQ. The posting of those who failed either of the tests is provisional
and subject to reversion, if not qualified in 6 months time. The list of personnel who have
not qualified both the tests are given in Annexure attached.

Sd/-
For State Police Chief

To - The MD, KTIL for necessary action(with C/L)
" Unit Heads concerned for necessary action and report compliance
" Nodal Officer, SISF for urgent necessary action to execute the MoU /DGO Register
Approved for Issue

[Signature]
Senior Superintendent
ANNEXURE

Ashtamudi (Kollam)

1. Sri Abhilash C.K CPO 7906 KAP 2nd Bn, PKD
2. Sri. Shibu M.R CPO 7559 KAP 2nd Bn, PKD

Punnamada (Alappuzha)

1. Smt. Rasna.K WCPO 9971 Kochi City
2. Sri. Muhammed Thahir M. CPO 7959 KAP 1st Bn